BARN TO EXPERIMENT IN AN UNTRIED FIELD

Fall Play Is First Of Its Type Ever Staged By Barnswallows Association

With the presentation of Sieran's Crude Song on the evening of December 12, at Alumnae Hall, a new play by a member of the Barnswallows Association was put before the club. The trend of modern plays weightswrights during the last decade has been towards laying an emphasis on character development rather than complicated plot structure, and under their influence the theatre productions of this year have become more popular. Such plays demand both audience and cast to see a play as a whole and analyze the underlying motives of the various characters in the story. This type of play has now been adopted by the Barnswallows in selecting the material of their last production, and it is expected that the play will be received with great enthusiasm.

RECONCILIATION FELLOWSHIP WILL HOLD MEETING TONIGHT

One of the Barnswallows papers in the late issue before Burns Annals Day listed the organizations that were to take part in the production of this year's production. The Barnswallows Association has been planning this production for several years, and it is now ready to be performed. The party will be divided into two parts: the first part will be dedicated to the Barnswallows Association, and the second part to other organizations.

DISCUSSION FORUM TURNS TO QUESTION OF INTERMARRIAGE

In the Barnswallows Association, the question of intermarriage was discussed in the last meeting. The Barnswallows Association is an organization that is dedicated to the promotion of the education of the Barnswallows Association, and it is now ready to be performed. The party will be divided into two parts: the first part will be dedicated to the Barnswallows Association, and the second part to other organizations.

E. H. K.

RUSSIAN CHOIR HERE FOR CONCERT MONDAY

Symphonic Chorus To Sing Many Compositions Of Russian Native Country

To bring Volga boatmen song

Choral singing is perhaps the earliest musical expression of the human race. In the days when the ancient Greeks revered the chief moon of their race, a long time ago, there were no great symphonies, no great orchestras, no great choirs, but there were choirs, the life of the pastimes of the people. As a result, Russians knew how to be exceptionally rich in folk lore. The program for Monday December 1, will be given by the Russian Symphony Choir under Russian Kislisch. Tushke Kislisch, born in the center of a region noted for its choral singing, is well known for his choral singing. He was born in Moscow in May, 1927. He has conducted the Symphony Choir of the Russian State Symphony Orchestra since 1931, and has conducted in many of the foremost universities in the Union. A man of great talent and broad experience, Mr. Kislisch has been active in the development of choral music in Russia for some years. His ability to bring out the best in any group of singers is well known. His choral choirs have been heard throughout the country and have won international recognition.

RECONCILIATION FELLOWSHIP

In the Barnswallows Association, the question of intermarriage was discussed in the last meeting. The Barnswallows Association is an organization that is dedicated to the promotion of the education of the Barnswallows Association, and it is now ready to be performed. The party will be divided into two parts: the first part will be dedicated to the Barnswallows Association, and the second part to other organizations.
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The student conference held at Emerson Hall, Cambridge, on December 11 and 12 will embrace a much greater number of colleges than the Harvard Conference. The total number of colleges and universities so far registered to send delegates to the conference is twenty-five. All states are represented, with an increasing quota from the West and East. The main part of the conference will be discussion groups, led by prominent men, in which the student delegates will have an opportunity to express their views on the World Court problem.

President most concerned with World Court

The World Court is a topic of discussion in the current student conference. President Josephus R. Blank for support of the Hague-Marshall-Copeland plan, previously given in the New York Times, by a group of thirty prominent men and women, including President A. H. M. Corrigan, Major-General John F. O'Ryan, Josephine Dulaney, Mrs. Corrie Chapman, Nettie R. Thompson, and President James R. Amott, of Yale. In his reply, Blank stated that he will hold the World Court when it is absolutely divorced from the League of Nations. His opinions in that entrance into the Court would amount to entry into the House, and half of the profits from the print for the present will be devoted to an attempt to separate the two. Politicians are not alone concerned with the World Court problem. President Fredrick D. Condon and Dr. S. Parker Osgood have called upon the editors in New York City to back the entrance of the United States into the Court. Mr. Condon characterized it as a disgrace to refuse to "live up to the most honorabie tradition yet existing for the maintenance of peace."

CAMPUS EXCHANGE FLOURISH IN LOCATION NEAR L. E. T.

The Campus Exchange, now located in the Student Union, under the new "W.B. " Table, was started out on its successful career when a group of girls came to the realization that the student at the same time is always hungry, especially for candy. This year fifteen girls, under the leadership of Lucille Goodwin, 26, ran the exchange on a cooperative basis. Each girl is responsible for having an adequate supply of the goods for which she is the sole or half to the profit of the profits from the sale of this stock are hers. The other half goes to the Exchange to pay the rental of the sales space and for other incidental expenses. At the end of the term the dividends are paid to all the girls, from any unspent profits.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

Waffle Irons, Toasters, Percolators, Table Stoves
Winter Sports Equipment
Skis, Sleds, Snowshoes, and Shoe Skates
Stubbencville China
Teapots, Sugar Bowls, and Pitchers
CORKUM BROTHERS
WASHINGTON STREET

WELLESLEY INN

Luncheons, Teas, Suppers
Rooms for Private Tea or Dancing Parties

EXHIBITION

WELLESLEY INN

Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 14 and 15

Women's Hats - Coats - Gloves
Neckties, Imported Golf Jackets, etc.
Collins & Fairbanks Co.
383 Washington St.
BOSTON

Although forty different kinds of candy, as well as crackers, doughnuts, apples, small pies and novelties are to be found at the exchange, peppermints, peppermints, and peanuts are the most popular. During the trading season of the year, the usual trade is off the wide hampers books. It is said that the market is best just after trading and just before the Christmas holidays. But the first great gift is also on sale. The students connected with the exchange say that the business trade alone makes it worth while, even without the monetary gains, and that the overhead expenses are relatively few since the space has been given free to the college authorities, on the condition that the exchange does not open for business before 11 o'clock, for fear that an earlier opening would encourage girls to substitute candy for their breakfasts.

WELLESLEY DELEGATE CHOSEN FOR PRINCETON CONFERENCES

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

(1) John Dales, new York lawyer and historian of European Legal Systems.
(2) Willard Wau, connected with the International Labor Bureau of the United Nations.
(3) Herbert Mottley, member of the American Committee of International Chamber of Commerce.

Other groups besides to be announced later.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON - OPEN FORUM

Closing address by Dr. George E. Vinson, President of the Rockefeller Foundation.
CHRISTMAS FESTIVE SERVICE
WILL HAVE INSPIRING MUSIC
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
without further delay in the New Testament, but the words are of
importance for the understanding of subsequent doctrine.
In the years since the beginning of the Middle Age, the
church has been the center of learning and culture, and has
played a significant role in the development of Western
thought. It was during this period that the study of
Christian theology and philosophy became formalized as a
distinct discipline, separate from the study of natural
philosophy and the sciences.

MORRISON GIFT SHOP
Sponsored by the Sorority 
WELCOME TO THE WESLEYAN VILLAGE

If you are particular about the kind of chocolates you buy,
try ours.

The coating is unusual, and the filling is of the finest kind;
these are suitable for all ages, for all gits to their friends, and
telow down before them in wondering and awe, so forming
the elements of prayer, sacrifice and worship. Thus religion
is not a confused or an attitude, and its aim must be to
keep in harmony with the controlling force that is operating
through many gods or one god.

Philosophers speak of the

WESLEYAN VILLAGE

EBY, W. OLIVER

MERRITT HOMESTYLE CHOCOLATES

It is a relief to find that

HISTEMMITCH!

Why wait till Christmas for your Hemstitching to be done?
Bring It Now

Buttons and Buttonholes Made
A New Machine for Pinking

LITTLE WHITE SHOP

CENTRAL STREET
It is with satisfaction and renewed hope that we hear of a conference to be held here next month at which the faculty of the college will discuss the present situation. Anything that promotes understanding is essential, and in this respect we are happy to learn that Wellesley is not composed of two cliques quite as opposed to each other as it was a few years ago. Their interests and aims are rather too closely pursued to permit of any organized antagonism.

It is not a situation involving the social snobs and the intellectual anarchists; it is one of the cases of students the faculty. It is the College that must act, and we shall see how it manages to do this without causing a liberal effort on the part of two of the constituents of the College to arrive at a common goal.

"FINK-SIP FOR A CONFERENCE"

The slightly subdued attitude of several students toward these social affairs is due to the prevalence of the dons on the number of pickpockets which had been given out lately for conferences in the form of a critical attitude which we must admit accompanied the attendance of the NEWS at the conference. It seems to us that it is unwise to take the advice of the dons, for the United States, that snobs neither have nor need the social situations. In a recent issue of the NEWS this was commented upon favorably—as an indication of a thoughtful attempt at the part of the American student to get at the roots of these affairs. It was observed that the dons are much more practical than the students, and one wonders to wonder if the views are realistic as it appears on the surface. If the attitude at an audience at a conference is not primarily personal and social, perhaps the best advice our dons should give us is to have some social situations.

This critical attitude however did not last the director of the News Conference. Indeed, with the few questions were answered in another meeting, so that there is a chance for the students to get at the roots of these affairs. It is true that there is no real war in the world, but there is a war in the Conference that makes one wonder what is going on at all. Of the students, there is a war in the Conference and the students are much less interested in the war than they are in the Conference. It is not, however, that the students are not interested in the Conference, but that they do not know what to make of it. It is not a case of trying to decide whether there is a war or not, but a case of trying to decide what to make of the war.
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EXHIBIT OF SMART APPAREL and ACCESSORIES FOR WOMEN and MISSES

Thursday, December 10th
Friday, December 11th
Saturday, December 12th

You are invited to attend our exhibition of fashionable apparel, which comprises the requisites and accessories of a smart woman's wardrobe.

P.S.—This month's exhibit will also include a collection of unusual Christmas gift suggestions.

As WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP

777 Washington Street

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE
Wellesley Hills

Friday and Saturday, December 11 and 12

"Seven Keys to Beldpa"-

Mrs. and Mrs., December 11 and 12
Annabelle Mayne in
The King on Main Street

Wednesday, December 16
Return Engagement of

"The Goose Hangs High"
A James Cagney Production by Paul Comstock
Wellesley Free Library

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, December 11, 12, and 13
Betty Compton, Miriam Carter, Ernest Vocelle and Wellesley Boys

"The Pony Express"


Have you tried the delicious Luncheons and Dinners at our shop, 200 Boylston Street? Splendid Food. Excellent Service. Delightful Surroundings.

Naylor's

200 BOYLSTON STREET

CAMPUS CRITIC
THE PHI SIGMA MANXE

A new sense of the beauty and meaning of Christmas was brought to those individuals so fortunately to have a Phi Sigma Manxe, written by Harriet Lyon, '27, and presented on the evenings of December 4 and 5. The Phi Sigma Manxe depicted the struggle between the old god of节尾 and the new, the old grandmother still clings, and the spirit of the new god, Christ, in whose name the old Connell goes forth.

Upon hearing the story of Jesus from a past grist, Connell hears from his father that he has been designated to bring birth to the saviour. Scarcely setting out that night with the blessing of his father, and the curses of his grandmother, who warns him that he will not bring him any joy, Connell, with his father's blessing, will bring upon him, he witnesses the wishes of the messengers and daughters of the gods, urging him to dwell with them in an eternal life of pleasure and beauty, firm in his quest for the life of the dead Connell. Atoned and despoiled of sword and shield, he is saved to the cross which his wife, Delphine, had given him.

Determined and sick at heart, Connell returns home, where he and his wife save a child from the sacrificial fire of the Druids and dedicate it to Christ. Inspired anew, Connell sets out to take the child to Saint Patrick, holding his many grandmothers' sacrifices for his own and for his god, in hopes of bringing upon him the power of the new god he is upon.

The most outstanding performance was given by Helen D. Jones, playing the title role with much sincerity and feeling. The boy Connell, played by a new pupil, combined with the earnestness of a great purpose. The central figure was supported by the entire cast, with the portrayal of the wife, Delphine, by Dorothea Dick, and of St. Patrick, daughter of the god, by Ruth Sullivan describing superior.

The charm of the masque was greatly enhanced by the effective costumes, particularly Connell's red cloak and Delphine's yellow dress. The fire in the open fireplace gave an added touch to the spirit of the interior and of the brick house.

The setting of the masque was laid in Ireland, since the particular interest of Phi Sigma society this year is Irish folklore. Before the opening of the play, a real Christmas atmosphere was created by the carols sung by a hearing class of girls outside of the service house.


GEORGE ARLIS DISAPPROVES SCHOOL COURSES FOR ACTING

The Harvard Crimson prints the following account of an interview with George Arliss, who has just returned from a trip to England. "It is futile," Mr. Arliss said in speaking of courses in the drama, "to teach young people to go to school unless they have had some experience already, or unless there is a definite need for acting in public performance. It is not until one puts his theories into practice that they really hold for him. His grace cannot depend upon a theory, but it takes much practice to make him a real actor."

Mr. Arliss next took up the question of the present day popularity of the musical play, "I don't mean people for particular musical talent. A great many of them are. At least, they find pretty girls, lovely costumes, beautiful settings, and occasionally attractive music.

"At present the English theatre is in a new phase. The plays of the past are coming from the continent and I hope some day from America. Here we have a movement toward the best of European plays: a large concert where all the people speak the same language, and where there is a movement toward more radical and interesting elements. Below there is so much oscillation and confusion."
GIFT SUGGESTIONS
from our Charming Imported Collections

NOVELTIES
SELECTED BY HOLLANDER SPECIALISTS
Emphasizing the Important Qualities of Originality and Exclusiveness

For Children
For Women
For Men

Lillian H. Hollander Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Sawyer's Frock Brand Slickers

Good Style in Bad Weather
College women can dress just as attractively during winter weather as in the warmer months. Put on your nice things, that become your style of costume, step into a Frock Brand Slicker, get out the weather that may threaten, and be in style. Nothing Frock Brand Slickers on women students everywhere. They hang well, are absolutely waterproof, and are of handsome, attractive colors, and carry a certain charm of style. Welcome friends on wet day.
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College women can dress just as attractively during winter weather as in the warmer months. Put on your nice things, that become your style of costume, step into a Frock Brand Slicker, get out the weather that may threaten, and be in style. Nothing Frock Brand Slickers on women students everywhere. They hang well, are absolutely waterproof, and are of handsome, attractive colors, and carry a certain charm of style. Welcome friends on wet day.
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Sue Rice Studio
Next Hotel Waban
Wellesley, Mass.

THE PERRY HOME
8 DOVER ROAD
Phone Wal 2135
Boston Temple Place
HOME OPEN ON ANY OCCASION AT ANY TIME

GALEN HALL
Atlantic City, N. J.
May we send cards, bills of fare, and especially attractive articles of this season—
and we send them free of charge to girls in our own colleges.
In our present style, to your order, for the most artistic, tasteful, and unique articles for girls.

Students! Don’t forget to stop at the ROYAL FRUIT STORE
We supply everything at the lowest possible price
All the fixings for Christmas Parties
ROYAL FRUIT STORE
Tel. 484-W
Where a full line of

NORFOLK HOSEY COMPANY
Hannay Pfeifer, Manager
Wishes to announce that she is temporarily located at 51 Central Street, Wellesley
Hosiery, Silk Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Gift Cards and Neckties
appropriate for the forthcoming gift season are ready for your order.

On or about January 1st, a permanent store will be located in the Arcade Building
ELIZABETH COOLIDGE '21, MARRIED
IN MEMORIAL CHAPEL DEC. 5

In the Houston Memorial Chapel, Elizabeth Coolidge '21 was married to John Atkinson on Saturday, December 5 at 8:30. The bride was gowned in white satin and lace and carried a shower bouquet of lilies of the valley while her maid of honor, her sister, Emma Coolidge, wore pale gold and carried red roses. Another torch was held by a tiny flower girl in pink who bore a basket of pink and white flowers and the picture was completed by the beautiful pews and evergreens with which the chapel was decorated. After the wedding the reception was held in Z. A.

FENCING RANKS AMONG WINTER SPORTS AT WOMEN'S COLLEGES

The Mount Holyoke News announces the inauguration of a new sport for this winter. Fencing, a time-honored art now enjoying a marked revival, is to be taught in courses of sixteen lessons. The teacher is Mr. Leimbachs, from the Pittsburgh School of Fencing in Holy. Mrs. Nancy is this year ranking the art of fencing with other sports. Clubs teams will be picked, and a tournament held. Prizes will crown toward the blazer which is the highest award for athletic skill.

The Gardenside Bookshop
Wellesley Inn

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
for the College Girl
Wonderful Quality Satin Corselet
Pink and White
$2.95 Value $5.00
Sizes 32 to 40
2 Weeks Only
New Uplift Bandettes
$1.00 to $1.50

The Adrion CORSETS
34 WEST ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Give FIRST EDITIONS for Christmas and
Your Gift Will Increase In
Value.
Condensed, $5.00
Whole Sale Portrait of a Miss with
Doves, $2.00
Ancestral Portrait of Jews, $2.40
De La Mare shin-Jean Doll, $4.00
and many others both old and new.
Ticket office: 912 Eleventh Street

Pride of Possession

Buy skates that are worthy of the kind of skating you want to do. Skates that you'll be proud of. There is no finer skate made than Alfred's famous tubular skate and shoe outfit. See the improved racing and hockey models at your best dealer.

ALFRED JOHNSON SKATE CO., CHICAGO

ICE KING

Champion of the World

For Beginners—ALFRED'S FLASH—Lower Priced